
【Japan Sim Card ·8 / 10 /15 Days】  

4GLTE + Unlimited Data + ❤ Local Docomo Sim ❤ for 
Japan 
Retail Price $50.00 
S-Price $31.00 (8 Days)  / S-Price $32.50.00 (10 Days) / S-Price $35.00 (15 Days) 
  
JANCode JP20SIM CARD 
Brief  
Description 

|❤ 3.0GB For LTE Speed (8days) ❤ 3.0GB For 4GLTE Speed (10days)  
❤ 4.5GB For LTE Speed (15days) 

Top up        Strictly not Allowed 

*For 10 days, If usage reaches 3.0GB, the speed will change to 3G slow down  to 256kbps. 
*For 15 days, If usage reaches 4.5GB, the speed will change to 3G slow down  to 256kbps. 
All the sim card are on 4G LTE/3G Network [Daily limit 300MB for 4G] + unlimited 3G data 
@256kbps 
 

100% Authentic SIM card from Japan NTT docomo!!! 
For dual sim user,We can help you check with DOCOMO whether your phone can use this 
sim card. 
Speed and Singal is Guarantee. 
Local support 100% guarantee card working. 
 
We are NOT virtual operators! 
What's the virtual operators? 
Virtual operators means it has other name and also use NTT docomo Network, 
but the virtual card speed and signal is not good as our authentic card. 
 
What's the JAPAN NTT docomo? 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NTT_DoCoMo 
 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NTT_DoCoMo
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NTT_DoCoMo


 

 



 

【Pleas check the URL on our instructions（it comes with card in the same 
package）,thanks.】 

For IOS 10 users:  
Please refresh the Safari page opened,  

and it will direct you to your phone setup to install. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
*5（APN deails you can find in instrcutions for Android.) 

 

*For dual phone users, it was reported that our sims maybe can 
be used,  
if you want to buy it please contact with us frist BEFORE PURCHASE, 
we will help you check with DOCOMO whether your phone can use this sim 
card. 
（NOTED:You need to put this SIM card into slot which supported 4GLTE , 
and leave your other slot  empty while using this card.） 
 
 
*For Xiaomi users, Hongmi Note 3(SG Version) can be used, 
other model please contact us before purchase. 
 
 
*For iPhone user,If your phone locked by carrier cannot use this sim card. 
（iPhone 4 and 4s cannot use this sim card. 
 
 
*We don't recommend use any router due to difficulty in settings, 
If Your device support APN setup and the required frequencies  
and you know how to setup it you can try to use it. 



 
 
*For Customization version phone cannot be used. 
 
*If you cannot use the purchased card, please inform us.  
we investigate a reason and if fault is on our side, we would like to refund you 
immediate. 
 
However,  
almost all the time the issue lies with configuration  
and we appreciate if you can use WiFi or another method to contact us to 
verify configuration 
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